
Rink Booking Guidance – Revised 12th April 2022 
The following provides guidance to individuals who are co-ordinating the rink booking (on a weekly 
basis) and for members wishing to book rinks. 

1. Rinks will be available for booking from 2pm until 9pm on Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, and 10am to 9pm on Tuesdays, Thursdays and weekend days to all members that 
have paid their membership fee. These times are subject to change dependent on green 
cutting and maintenance activities. 

2. Rinks should be set-up in the specified direction and on the specified colour marks for 
the day. 

3. Rinks will need to be booked into the rink booking spreadsheet through a rink booking 
co-ordinator (on rota for that week) and will be booked into am, pm, and evening slots 
with a start time and duration. 

4. There will be no need to book for roll-ups this season.  However, it is recommended that 
members requiring a roll-up should check the rink bookings on the club website to 
ensure that a rink(s) is available prior to making their way to the club. 

5. For competitions there will be no limit to how far in advance to book or the number of 
bookings that a member may request. 

6. Where members are offering dates to opponents for competitions the rink booking co-
ordinator will: 
I. Add each provisional date into the provisional rink booking sheet, where each 

provisional booking will have a unique booking reference number. 
II. Each of the provisional booking references will be recorded in the corresponding 

slot in the main rink booking spreadsheet. 
III. When the member confirms which of the dates has been chosen then the full 

details will be added to the main rink booking spreadsheet, and the confirmed 
date will be added in the provisional booking sheet. 

IV. For those provisional dates no longer required the corresponding entries in the 
main rink booking sheet will be removed and marked as “Not Required” in the 
provisional rink booking sheet. 

V. If the member does not confirm any of the dates within 3 days then it will be 
assumed that none of the dates are required, and the main rink booking 
spreadsheet and the provisional booking sheet will be amended accordingly. 

7. A member requesting a rink for a competition may NOT by default take a rink that is 
already being used for a club fixture, either a league or friendly match, but by mutual 
agreement with the captain of the day for the club fixture swap rinks.  If no mutual 
agreement can be reached then the member may raise a dispute on this matter with the 
Club President, who will arbitrate after discussion with the Club and Ladies Captains. 

8. The rink booking co-ordinator (on rota) will send the rink booking spreadsheet by email 
to Trevor Prentice to be posted daily on the club website (or at the discretion of the rink 
booking co-ordinator less frequently if there are few changes). 

9. Each week, the name of that week’s rink booking co-ordinator will be published together 
with their phone number and preferred hours to make bookings. 


